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Abstract

Optical networks based on Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM)
technology show many clear benefits in terms of high capacity, flexibility and
low power consumption. All these benefits make WDM networks the preferred
choice for today’s and future transports solutions which are strongly driven by
a plethora of emerging online services.

In such a scenario, capability to provide high capacity during the
service provisioning phase is of course very important, but it is not the only
requirement that plays a central role. Traffic dynamicity is another essential
aspect to consider because in many scenarios, e.g., in the case of real time
multimedia services, the connections are expected to be provisioned and
torn down quickly and relatively frequently. High traffic dynamicity may
put a strain on the network control and management operations (i.e., the
overhead due to control message exchange can grow rapidly) that coordinate
any provisioning mechanisms. Furthermore, survivability, in the presence of
new failure scenarios that goes beyond the single failure assumption, is still of
the utmost importance to minimize the network disruptions and data losses.
In other words, protection against any possible future failure scenario where
multiple faults may struck simultaneously, asks for highly reliable provisioning
solutions.

The above consideration have a general validity i.e., can be equally applied
to any network segment and not just limited to the core part. So, we also
address the problem of service provisioning in the access paradigm. Long
reach Passive Optical Networks (PONs) are gaining popularity due to their
cost, reach, and bandwidth advantages in the access region. In PON, the design
of an efficient bandwidth sharing mechanism between multiple subscribers
in the upstream direction is crucial. In addition, Long Reach PONs (LR-
PONs) introduces additional challenges in terms of packet delay and network
throughput, due to their extended reach. It becomes apparent that effective
solutions to the connection provisioning problem in both the core and access
optical networks with respect to the considerations made above can ensure
a truly optimal end-to-end connectivity while making an efficient usage of
resources.

The first part of this thesis focuses on a control and management framework
specifically designed for concurrent resource optimization in WDM-based
optical networks in a highly dynamic traffic scenario. The framework and the
proposed provisioning strategies are specifically designed with the objective of:
(i) allowing for a reduction of the blocking probability and the control overhead
in a Path Computation Element (PCE)-based network architecture, (ii) 
optimizing resource utilization for a traffic scenario that require services with
diverse survivability requirements which are achieved by means of  dedicated
and shared path-protection, and (iii) designing provisioning mechanism that
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guarantees high connection availability levels in Double Link Failures (DLF)
scenarios. The presented results show that the proposed dynamic provisioning
approach can significantly improve the network blocking performance while
making an efficient use of primary/backup resources whenever protection
is required by the provisioned services. Furthermore, the proposed DLF
schemes show good performance in terms of minimizing disruption periods,
and allowing for enhanced network robustness when specific services require
high connection availability levels.

In the second part of this thesis, we propose efficient resource provisioning
strategies for LR-PON. The objective is to optimize the bandwidth allocation in
LR-PONs, in particular to: (i) identify the performance limitations associated
with traditional (short reach) TDM-PON based Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation
(DBA) algorithms when employed in long reach scenarios, and (ii) devise
efficient DBA algorithms that can mitigate the performance limitations
imposed by an extended reach. Our proposed schemes show noticeable
performance gains when compared with conventional DBA algorithms for
short-reach PON as well as specifically devised approaches for long reach.
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